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Y
ou’ve probably had this experi-
ence. You’ve finished reviewing
the plan with a patient at the
end of an office consultation
or follow-up visit and, just as

you’re preparing to leave the room, you
get “The Question.” You know the one,
“Hey Doc, is it OK for me to have a
drink or two now and then?” In medical
school, many of us were trained to react
to this question with a surge of adrena-
line, bells ringing in our heads. The situ-
ation isn’t helped by the spouse’s sudden
grimace and “tsk, tsk” exclamation.
When this happens to me, I know that
I’m sailing into troubled waters. 

Alcohol has a complicated role in our
society, and no matter what I say in this
situation, I’m likely to upset somebody.
There’s always a lot of social context that
I haven’t yet explored in reference to the
question, and it just doesn’t get asked in
the way described above if there hasn’t
already been conflict about it in private.
As you well know, that moment in the
day usually doesn’t provide sufficient time
for a good three-way heart-to-heart con-
versation. Even after stripping away the
social contexts, sorting out the effects of
chronic alcohol use on cognition and
dementia risk is no easy task. 

Drinking to Forget — Unintentionally
The easiest link, the one most of us think
of first, isn’t really an alcohol issue at all.
Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome (WKS) is
most commonly seen in alcoholics but it
actually represents a complication of thi-
amine deficiency. Historically, of course,
most thiamine deficiency resulting in
WKS occurs in the context of the severe

nutritional depletion
associated with
chronic alcoholism
and concomitant
gastritis. It can be
differentiated from
most other demen-
tias by its clinical
pattern, which is
characterized by an
abrupt onset of a
severe amnestic syn-
drome, usually fol-
lowing hospitaliza-
tion for an acute ill-
ness accompanied by
encephalopathy or delirium. The rest of
cognition, except for perhaps executive
function, can seem pretty much intact on
bedside testing. My experience with these
patients suggests that they often have no
idea whatsoever that their memory is
badly broken. I have been fooled by them
when they confabulate logical, but inac-
curate and inconsistent, answers to rou-
tine clinical questions and there isn’t any-
one else there to refute their version of
the story. 

Once we get past WKS, one of the real
struggles in understanding the role of
alcohol in dementia is the lack of clear
histopathological correlates on autopsy.
We know about identifying Alzheimer’s
disease, Parkinson’s disease, and a host of
other neurodegenerative processes by the
specific pathologies seen on microscopy.
Dementia related to alcoholism has no
specific pathological marker that serves as
a gold standard. Despite several strong
candidates, even the specific pathological
lesion responsible for WKS’s amnestic

syndrome remains unclear. As a result,
the criteria for defining alcohol related
dementia are based on arbitrary levels and
durations of drinking and it seems likely
that “alcohol only ‘causes’ dementia when
associated with other disease entities.”1

Still, there is plenty of evidence that
chronic alcohol exposure is itself directly
toxic to the nervous system, and there are
several detailed reviews that eloquently
address the topic, including those by
Hulse and colleagues1 and Harper and
Matsumoto.2 Both pathological studies
and neuroimaging3 suggest that regular
consumption of alcohol leads to dose-
related cerebral atrophy, particularly evi-
dent as widened sulci and enlarged ven-
tricles. It is the white matter, rather than
neuronal cell bodies, that appears to bear
the brunt of the anatomical change.
There is preliminary evidence that genes
associated with myelin production, as
well as other basic maintenance and
metabolic functions, are down-regulated
with chronic alcohol use.4 Whatever the
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source of the atrophic change, it appears
to be at least partially reversible after a
period of abstinence, often with con-
comitant improvements in neuropsycho-
logical performance. 

Libations and Liabilities
From the neurological perspective, the
most important effect of chronic heavy
alcohol exposure may be to sensitize neu-
rons to other types of brain injury.
Ethanol exerts at least some of its intoxi-
cating effects through antagonism of the
excitatory NMDA-type glutamate recep-
tor, and ongoing NMDA receptor block-
ade may lead to compensatory upregula-
tion of these receptors. Increased num-
bers of NMDA receptors render the brain
prone to an excess of excitatory cerebral
tone when the intoxicant is abruptly
withdrawn. This is the likely mechanism
underlying the well-recognized syn-
dromes of alcohol withdrawal such as
seizures and delirium tremens. That may
not be the worst of it for the patient,
though, since the excess calcium influx
associated with these hyperexcitatory
states can cause failure of mitochondrial
energy metabolism and trigger calcium-
mediated apoptotic pathways. 

Secondary effects probably explain
alcohol abuse’s role in magnifying other
dementia risks. Heavy drinkers with the
Alzheimer’s disease-related apolipopro-
tein E ε4 allele show an increased risk for
cognitive deterioration. Though we run
into the problem of knowing the differ-
ences between cause and coincidental
association, excessive alcohol use also
appears to increase the risk of stroke,
which is a common contributor to
dementia. Nutritional shortcomings
more subtle than the thiamine deficiency
of WKS may also be present, leading to
abnormalities like elevated homocysteine
with their own downstream conse-
quences, increasing risk for stroke and
dementia. We should also not forget
about concomitant lifestyle issues that
directly and indirectly raise dementia risk

in people with alcohol dependence, like
the high rates of traumatic brain injury,
obesity, diabetes, hypertension and smok-
ing.1

All of these things together should tell
us that alcoholism is bad for the brain. I
can understand if you are not stunned by
the last sentence. There isn’t much news
in that, is there? It’s the obviousness of the
robust connection between alcohol abuse
and poor health outcomes that generates
the adrenaline surge and the bell-ringing
when “The Question” comes. But what if
that patient falls below the threshold of
alcohol abuse and dependence? What
information is there to guide us then?

In contrast to all the bad things about
heavy drinking that I’ve just reviewed,
“demon alcohol” has been getting some
good press recently with regards to health
risks, though not all studies agree. There
is reasonable evidence that regular alcohol
consumption, at levels not meeting crite-
ria for alcohol-dependence, does not
adversely affect cognitive performance
and may actually protect against decline
in older adults.5 Furthermore, regular
mild (and possibly moderate) alcohol
consumption seems to protect against the
development of dementia, though defini-
tions of mild and moderate vary by study
and confounding factors are variably
addressed. Mechanisms by which alcohol
might exert its protective effects are
unclear, but antioxidant, anti-inflamma-
tory and antiplatelet mechanisms are
most commonly hypothesized. 

One for the Road
So, what should we say when we get
asked “The Question” by a person under-
going assessment or treatment for cogni-
tive impairments? I tend to say that alco-
hol has many social implications that dif-
fer in each family, and that I can’t really
address those without knowing much
more; so I let the patient and family know
that my comments will reflect the med-
ical, and not social, issues. My experience
with prohibition is that it works little bet-

ter in the medical office than it did for the
US in the early part of the 20th century.
Nonetheless, if I am suspicious of alcohol
dependence, I will advise discontinuation
and refer them to support services like
Alcoholics Anonymous or a substance
abuse specialist. 

However, if I do not think abuse or
dependence is the problem and alcohol is
not otherwise medically contraindicated,
I make my recommendations based on
what I can discern from the literature. If
a person is regularly drinking more than
one serving daily, I usually suggest a peri-
od of abstinence of 4-6 weeks to see if the
cognition improves. If it does, then I rec-
ommend continued abstinence. If not,
then I am likely to suggest that alcohol
use be considered a quality of life issue. If
consumption of up to one drink daily
leads to no worsening of cognition, func-
tion, behavior or social interactions—and
the patient feels better for having access
to a drink—then it seems like a reason-
able compromise. No, it won’t make
everybody happy, and for some folks it
may end up not being the right course of
action, but at least when “The Question”
comes, I have an answer that’s based on
more than that well-conditioned surge of
adrenaline. PN
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